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The World is Flat



FLATTENING FORCES 
Political

 End of Cold War

 Globalization

Business

 Work flow software

 Outsourcing

 Offshoring

 Supply-chaining

 Insourcing

 Deregulation

Technological

 Personal computing

 Rise of the web

 Digital convergence

 Enabling technologies

Social

 Uploading

 Search

 Transparency

 The young consumer.



Fall of Berlin Wall in 11/9/89             Image source: http://www.freedomagenda.com/ 



THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL

• Domino effect 

“The world became a better place to live in 
after 11/9 because each outbreak of freedom 
stimulated another outbreak. “

– Tipped balance of power to democracy

– Away from autocratic regimes

– Away from centrally planned economics

– Liberate people of the Soviet Empire



THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL

“paved the way for the adoption of common 
standards on how economies should be run”

• 1991: India open to international trade  7%

• Formation of the European Union



THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL

“The Berlin wall was not only 
blocking our way it was 
blocking our sight – our ability 
to think about the world  as a 
single market, a single 
ecosystem and a single 
community”

The World is Flat



100 most important 
people of the 20th century

Tim Berners Lee



“Thomas Edison got credit for the light bulb, but he had dozens of 
people working in his lab on it. William Shockley may have 
fathered the transistor, but two of his research scientists actually 
build it. And if there ever was a thing that was made by 
committee, the internet – with it’s protocols and packet switching 
– is it. 

But the World Wide Web is Berners Lee alone. He designed it… 
And he … fought to keep it open, nonproprietary and free.” 

Time Magazine 6/14/1999



“VEGUE but INTERESTING”

• 1989 - European Organization for Nuclear Research

• Proposal - Connect hypertext with Internet and PC

• Hypertext - browse between texts on pages using links

• Berners-Lee started working on the web as side project



THE CREATION OF THE WORLD Wide Web

• HTML - Hyper Text Markup Language

– Coding scheme for content creators 

– Web pages with text, images and links

• HTTP - Hyper Text Transfer Protocol

– Rules to link pages on computers across the net

• Browser 

– A program with GUI for displaying HTML pages 



THE NET                     THE WEB

• Network of networks

• Computers and cables

• Connects computers

• Delivers packets

• Abstract space of info

• Documents, sound, video

• Connects hypertext

• Communication between 
Programs on the Net

• Web made Net useful 



IN PLAIN EN



1995 - NETSCAPE IPO

• Popularized the Internet and the Web

• Easy to install and use

• Tiny start up in Mountain View CA



WINDOWS ENABLED PC

• 15 days after Netscape IPO

• Windows 95 - Popularized personal computing 

• IE -Built-in browser connecting all PC applications  

• Eliminated the barrier of authoring

• Transporting words, images, music, video, data





BIRTH OF WORK FLOW SLOFWARE

“They wanted to shape things, design things create 
things, sell things , buy things, keep track of 
inventories, do someone else's tasks and read 
someone else's Xray from half a world away. 

And they wanted to do that from anywhere to 
anywhere, anytime and from any computer to any 

computer, seamlessly.”

The World is Flat



WORK FLOW SOFTWARE

• Collaboration

– Design , display , manage and share data

– Previously handled manually

• XML - Extensible Markup Language 

– data description language

• SOAP - Simple Object Access Protocol

– XML transport protocol 



AJAX

• Asynchronous Java Script and XML

• PC like Web Application 

– Rich user experience

– Benefit of connectivity 

• Business implications 





VIRTUAL GLOBAL OFFICES

• Access talents all over the world

• Get work done 24/7/365

• Not limited by:
– boundaries of your office 
– your country and to 





CASE STUDY - BetaMarker.com



Outsourcing and Offshoring 



OUTSOURCING

1. Taking some specific but limited function 

2. Having another company perform that function 

3. Reintegrating it back into your overall operation

• Late 90s, lady luck shines on India:

– Fiber optic bubble

– Y2K: date and time sensitive programs

• When bubble bust outsourcing reduced costs



OFFSHORING

• 2001, China formally joined the WTO

– Global rules governing imports experts 

– Foreign investments

• Taking  factories and moves it offshore

• Low production costs

• From textile to consumer electronics and furniture





Web 2.0 

• Web 2.0 is a set of trends:

– Economic

– Social

– Technological 

• Collectively form the basis for the next generation of 
the Internet





The Wisdom of Crowds Sir Francis Galton, 1906



The Wisdom of Crowds

32

• Groups can make extremely intelligent decisions and 
are often wiser than the wisest individuals in them.

• Sir Francis Galton 1906

• Crowd avg guess:  542.9 kg

• Bull weight:          543.4 kg

© Maya Elhalal



Further Research 

• Sort objects by weight and size

• Estimate how many sweets in the jar

• Find the way out of a maze

• Group AVG Better Than Best Individual

33 © Maya Elhalal



Characteristics of Wise Crowds
• Crowds are NOT always wise

– Peer pressure

– Group mind

– Herd behavior

• Crowds are wise when: 

1. Diversity of opinion

2. Independence

3. Decentralization

4. Aggregation
34 © Maya Elhalal



Take off 
11:38 EST on the 28/1/86

Crash 
74 seconds after take off

THE CHALLENGER CRASH 1986



THE CHALLENGER CRASH 1986

• 4 companies contracted by NASA: 

– Rockwell International - shuttle and engines

– Lockheed - manager of ground support

– Martin Marietta - external fuel tank 

– Morton Thiokol - fuel booster rocket



THE CHALLENGER CRASH 1986

-3%

-12%



“It will be months before 
NASA has any real 

answers to the question
What went wrong with 

the Challenger?”

Financial Times



Harnessing Collective intelligence

• The success stories of Web 1.0

– Google PageRank: collective linking choices

– eBay: collective activity of buyers & sellers

– Amazon: collective buying, rating & reviews 
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Google
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eBay
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Amazon
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Del.icio.us



IN PLAIN EN



TAGGING

• Taxonomy:

– study of scientific classification

• Folksonomy: 

– collaborative categorization using freely chosen 
keywords called tags

© Maya Elhalal



Flickr



Web 2.0 vs. Web 1.0
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Wikipedia



Digg.com
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Digg.com
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Web 2.0 vs. Web 1.0
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Open Source

• Community developed software movement

• Most of the web infrastructure

– Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP

• Source Forge

– +100,000 open source software projects 
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Apache Market Share

October 1995 January 2007



Apache Web Server

54 Internet Entrepreneurship



Collaborative Book Digitalization
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COLLABORATIVE RESEARCHING



Harness Collective Intelligence

Create an architecture of user 
contribution, participation & collaboration
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THE FUTURE


